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(Work un progress/English presentation being improved) 

 

I. NAME AND RESPONSIBLE OF THE E-LABORATORY 

 

1. SHORT NAME OF THE E-LABORATORY 

HTCS (Human-Trace Complex Systems ) 

 

2. LONG NAME OF THE E-LABORATORY 

e-Laboratory on HUMAN-TRACE DIGITAL CAMPUS 

 

3. WEBSITE AND/OR WIKI OF THE E-LABORATORY 

http://rightunivlehavre.wordpress.com/ichnosanthropos/ (site provisoire) 

https://en.wikiversity.org/w/index.php?title=Portal:Complex_Systems_Digital_Campus/E-

Laboratory_on_human_trace 

 

4. PERSON RESPONSIBLE 

Pr. Béatrice GALINON-MELENEC, Ph.D. in Education Sciences from Sorbonne University, 

Paris (1988), Professor of Communication at Normandie University - Le Havre, France.  

Author or co-author of many books, among them: "L'Homme trace, Perspectives 

anthropologiques des traces humaines contemporaines" (editor and co-author, CNRS, 2011), 

"Traces numériques, De la production à l’interprétation" (co- éditor and co-author CNRS, 

2013).   
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E-Mail: beatrice.galinon-melenec@univ-lehavre.fr, galinon@free.fr  

 

4.WEBSITE: http://rightunivlehavre.wordpress.com/ichnosanthropos/;  

 

5. INSTITUTION: Normandie University - Le Havre. 

6. CONTACT FOR THE E-LABORATORY : Pr. Béatrice GALINON-MELENEC 

 E-Mail: beatrice.galinon-melenec@univ-lehavre.fr, galinon@free.fr 

II. CHALLENGE OF THE E-LABORATORY IN THE NEXT TEN 

YEARS 

 The first part of the twenty-first century has been marked by the exacerbation of issues 

related to the proliferation of traces associated to human activities (sustainable development, 

digital traces, health risk, protection of personal data and identity, cybercrime, etc.). This e-

laboratory is to bring together researchers who respond to these societal issues. From these 

scientific contributions, we capture the interleaving of the systems involved, thinking in terms 

of complexity. 

 The question of the trace as an object of research in the context of complex systems 

comes so naturally in term of multidisciplinarity. To articulate - without merging - all these 

approaches, it is proposed to gradually build an innovative form of network of research 

networks around the object « Trace », taking advantage of the framework established by CS-

DC UNESCO UniTwin. 

1. THE FOUNDER NETWORK 

 « Traces : Epistemological and Anthropological perspectives » is developed around the 

notion of Human-Trace and the notion of contemporary anthropological perspectives traces. It 

is part of the research conducted in an international (France / Québec) network since 2010. The 

network has produced numerous seminars and several publications including « Homme-Trace : 

mise en perspective anthropologique des traces contemporaines », CNRS Editions, 2011. From 

the outset, the network " Human- trace" has developed partnership with Information 

Technology science in order to think about contemporary issues of digital traces: the 

international research group RIGHT has been created (http://rightunivlehavre.wordpress.com) 

coordinated by Prof. Beatrice Galinon - Mélénec (Communication) and Prof. Cyrille Bertelle 

(Information Technology). The axes developed by RIGHT are: 

• Epistemology of the notion of trace 
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• Written and traces, 

• Digital traces and recruitment 

• Traces and medicine 

 

2. CONSOLIDATION IN THE SAME WEBSPACE IDENTIFIED 

UNESCO 
 The structure of Human-Trace-DC echoes that of any laboratory research : various 

themes grouped by chapter or axis. The added value of a grouping around the notion of trace 

consists of the provision of these contributions in a single identified webspace which aims to 

promote: 

• Epistemological issues; 

• The emergence of a new collective intelligence of the trace; 

• The conceptualization of interpretation process to implement risk prevention and 

management in order to consider relevant remediation; 

• Sustainable development for humans, located in a complex vision that puts 

human face its responsibilities. This implies that it can make informed choices between 

solutions, often in contradictory tension between simplifying rational modeling for 

action and compliance complexity that confronts the man with the limits of its Reason. 

 

III. OBJECTIVES 

 
 The scientific objective is to show how the issue of the trace and its interpretation refers 

to complex processes. In the focus of CS-DC UNESCO UniTwin, this scientific objective leads 

to a strengthening of prevention multiscale risks and contributes to the development of 

cooperation among the various regions of the world. Consideration of inter-cultural and inter 

consistent discipline is likely to support research from long time and from the individual and 

social protection of the human species. 

1. TRACE : A NOTION IDENTIFIED BY RESEARCHERS IN ALL DISCIPLINES 

 The E-laboratory Human-Trace DC has identified the notion of trace as a common 

purpose. Researchers in founder network have met during interdisciplinary seminars that have 

been organized in Paris and Normandy. A number of French laboratories (see list) and 

researchers (see list) have already renowned associated with their approach. Their contributions 
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help in feeding the understanding of complexity born from interlacing all forms of traces. The 

UniTwin Human-Trace-DC is a project of sharing means in human terms, scientific and 

technical. This extension aims to disseminate research via the web on the track produced in 

different scientific disciplines, and that, whatever the country. The references provided by the 

participants, for transcending disciplinary boundaries, promote understanding of 

Ichnosanthropos (Human-trace, Homme-trace) conception of Human in a perspective of 

interactions between complex adaptive systems : the French paradigm of the "Human-trace " 

posits that "Man is both a producer of traces and a traces built, all running in a loop in a 

continuum making system." It echoes research in cognitive anthropology British Maurice 

Bloch and the French anthropologist Philippe Descola. This approach invites each researcher to 

integrate approaches decompartmentalising disciplines and cultures. 

2. THE PROJECT OVER 10 YEARS   

 Challenge in this context : implementation of a system of international monitoring on 

the use and interpretation of the notion of human-trace and traces, in order to facilitate 

disciplinary cultural and territorial decompartmentalization. The current state of affairs shows 

that scientists deposits related to the theme of the trace that already exist on the web or in 

institutions are so: 

• Disseminated: they are difficult to detect by all disciplines 

• Often ephemeral: HUMAN-TRACE/DC should help capitalize inaccessibilities to some 

country reports ; centralization references to a single address will allow greater 

accessibility to the diversity of sources. 

 

3. OVERALL PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN-TRACE  

To see the research teams and researchers who join Human-track CD UNESC0: see below 
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IV. THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF HUMAN-TRACE  
 

 The authors do not always use the term “trace” in the same way, but all traces produced 

by Humans are detected as a result of permanent interactive processes. Research progressively 

led us to develop the anthropological figure of the Human-trace (hyphenated). This new 

designation of what fundamentally constitutes the human condition aims to raise awareness of 

the fact that Man is by nature a “Human-trace”.The distance thus created by the contemporary 

questions on traceability introduces a necessary relativity vis-à-vis the fears of a new century 

that tends not to resituate the consequences of the appearance of new tools in the context of the 

knowledge of human history. The Human-trace paradigm offers the opportunity to emerge 

from customary divisions (innate/acquired, individual/milieu) and from reasoning that posit 

subject and object as independent entities. The paradigm opens up the contemporary Western 

human and social sciences to different logics The Human-trace is not taken from its 

surroundings, nor is it more generally from the environment. The Human-trace is in a set of 

multi-level interactions where nothing is discontinuous. The Human-trace is incorporated into a 

complex system where identified and designated elements function like the “cauliflower” of 

fractal theory, pars pro toto. 

1. GENERAL DEFINITION OF THE HUMAN-TRACE 

 The Human-trace is both a “producer of traces” and a “product of traces”. Both 

dimensions function as feedback in mutual and permanent interactions and constitute a 

continuous system of interrelations. 

 

2. TRACE AND IMPRINT IN “HUMAN-TRACE PARADIGM”  

 People most often ask about the difference between trace and imprint. It is therefore 

important to make it clear that we distinguish between the concept of trace and that of imprint 

in terms of degree. The origin of the term “imprint” comes from the verb “to impress on” 

(1213), from the Latin impremere, meaning “to press”. Its meaning is first and foremost (1250) 

“to mark by applying pressure to a surface”. 

 The term “trace” has more varied uses enabling it to include the infinitesimal or even 

the invisible. Homeopathy, for example, is an alternative medicine founded on successive 

dilutions that render original molecules undetectable by modern science without actually 

interrupting their effects that endure complex processes. We speculate on the existence of 

certain traces even though they might not currently be visible, understandable or subject to 
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interpretation. These traces simply provide evidence that Man is limited in his ability to see, 

understand and interpret them. 

 We decided to keep the term trace for its greater degree of generality and nuance, and 

have therefore introduced the term “sign-trace”. The term “trace” refers to the past processes 

from which it originates, so by renaming it as “sign-trace” we hope to convey the fact that the 

processes continue and integrate its observation and interpretation. 

 

3. COMMUNICATION AND SIMPLEXITY: THE "SIGN-TRACES PARADIGM”; 

NEW ANTHROPOSEMIOTICS, BETWEEN COMPLEXITY AND SIMPLICITY 

 From a scientific perspective, the term “communication” is also one whose meaning 

varies according to the discipline. This polysemy is an obstacle to interdisciplinary research. 

Scholars in the humanities and the social sciences (law, political science, economics, 

management, linguistics, literary studies, education, sociology, anthropology, history, 

geography, psychology, cognitive science, to name just a few) who are committed in a 

cognitive approach for a better understanding of communicational processes should, in our 

view, enter into an epistemological negotiation in order to gain a better grasp of its complexity. 

In order to serve the practices of those involved, they must also accept a simplification of this 

complexity. The sign-trace paradigm that we are proposing falls into this perspective. 

 Conceived in a logic of interactions and connections, the sign-trace paradigm must be 

understood by incorporating multi-scale systems produced by history, not only an individual’s 

personal history but also that of the living and non-living environment with which the 

individual interacts 

 The paradigm of Human-trace is associated with a specific conception of human 

communication, defined as an interaction of "sign-traces”. In this context, interpretation is nor 

on the emitter’s side – nor on the receiver’s side but in-between interaction if sign-traces. The 

type of communication follows from the relation. The relation follows from a system of 

interactions of sign-traces. This one explains the communication in complementary relationship 

between complexity and simplicity : in simplexity. This establishes new anthroposemiotics. 

 

4. LIMITS OF RATIONALITY IN THE FACE OF COMPLEXITY 

 Each and every human being, finding himself in a several millennia-old history and in a 

multidimensional space, is both a producer of traces and the product of individual and social 

history – his own and that of the generations that preceded him. Reflected by the real, the 

intertwined sign-traces that form him are so complex that human reason does not allow for 
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them to be completely defined. 

 

V. LIST OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE MEMBERS  

• Prof. JAN SERVAES 

University of Massachusetts, USA 

UNESCO Chair in Communication for Sustainable Social Change 

mailto:jservaes@comm.umass.edu 

Web Site: http://www.scoop.it/t/jan-servaes/p/439701024/2011/09/08/amherst-unesco-

university-chair-joins-orbicom-american-style-life 

 

• Pr. Sung Do KIM 

Inha University, Incheon, S. Korea 

Professeur de sémiotique et de culturologie, in the department of linguistics, College of liberal 

Arts.  

mailto:dodo@korea.ac.kr 

Web Site: http://www.topuniversities.com/universities/inha-university/ 

 

• Pr. Yves JEANNERET 

Professor of information science and communication. Responsible for the Chair Innovation and 

entrepreneurship in the communications and media, He co-leads with Emmanuël Souchier 

journal Communication & languages and directs the collection "Communication, mediation 

and social constructs" Hermès-Lavoisier. It is at the office of Franco-Brazilian Mediations and 

social uses of knowledge and information (MUSSI) and that of multidisciplinary Thematic 

Network "Visual Studies" (CNRS). 

mailto:yves.jeanneret@celsa.paris-sorbonne.fr 

Web Site: http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yves_Jeanneret 

 

• Pr. Anne Marie LAULAN 

Professor of Sociology, Chair of French Liaison Committee of MOST (social sciences, 

UNESCO). It is a partner of the Agence universitaire de la Francophonie and particularly 

following the training records of ICT in developing countries. As she participated in the SMSI 

preparatory process.. 

 mailto:amlaulan@orange.fr 
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Web Site: http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne-Marie_Laulan 

 

• Pr. Jacques PERRIAULT 

Professor of information science and communication. He chaired the Commission AFNOR 

"Computer Aids for access to online knowledge." 

mailto:jacques.perriault@gmail.com 

Web Site: http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Perriault 

 

• Pr. Bertrand CABEDOCHE 

Professor of Information Science and Communication at the Stendhal University and researcher 

at GRESEC, responsible for the UNESCO Chair International Communication and ORBICOM 

UNESCO. 

mailto: bertrand.cabedoche@u-grenoble3.fr 

Web Site: http://orbicom.ca/fr/profile-view/userprofile/cabedoche.html 

 

• Pr. Paul Laurent ASSOUN 

Professor of psychoanalysis at Jussieu, Paris 7, France is now director of the Philosophy 

collection Presses Universitaires de France, Psychoanalysis and social practices in Anthropos 

/ Economica and member of the editorial board of la revue de psychanalyse penser/rêver 

(éditions de l'Olivier).  

He is also "Practitioner analyst." 

mailto:paullaurent.assoun@gmail.com 

Web Site: http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul-Laurent_Assoun 

 

• Pr. Sylvie LELEU MERVEL 

Professor of Information and Communication Sciences, France. Epistemology of the trace, 

France, Member of the Board of the National Research Institute for Transport and Safety 

mailto:Sylvie.Merviel@univ-valenciennes.fr 

Web Site: http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000018565634. 

 

     Pr. Bertrand CABEDOCHE   

Professor responsible UNESCO Chair International Communication and unitwin ORBICOM 

UNESCO.  

Professor of Information Science and Communication, France, Grenoble 3 Stendhal University, 
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researcher at GRESEC, head of UNESCO Chair International Communication and ORBICOM 

UNESCO. 

Web Site: http://orbicom.ca/fr/profile-view/userprofile/cabedoche.htm 

E-mail: bertrand.cabedoche@u-grenoble3.fr 

 

     Pr. Yves WINKIN 

Belgian professor of communications, author of  Anthropologie de la communication : de la 

théorie au terrain, Bruxelles, Éditions De Boeck Université ;  1996. Partial translation in 

Portuguese (Campinas, Papirus Editora, 1999). New completely redesigned Éditions du Seuil, 

collection "Points" edition, No. 448, 332 pages, February 2001. 

Web Site : http://socio.ens-lyon.fr/winkin/ 

E-mail: Yves.Winkin@ens-lsh.fr 

 

 

VI. AMBASSADORS 2014 
 

AUSTRALIE 

Australian National University 

1. Pr. Peter BROWN : Peter Brown <Peter.Brown@anu.edu.au> 

University of Newcastle 

2. Pr. Peter SUMMONS : Peter Summons <peter.summons@newcastle.edu.au> 

 

BELGIQUE 

Université de Liège 

3. Pr. Maria-Giulia DONDERO :Maria Giulia Dondero 

<mariagiulia.dondero@ulg.ac.be> 

 

CANADA 

Université Laval à Québec 

4. Pr. Gilles GAUTHIER : Gilles Gauthier <Gilles.Gauthier@com.ulaval.ca> 

Université de Québec à Montréal 

5. Pr. Benoit CORDELIER : Benoît Cordelier <cordelier.benoit@UQAM.CA> 

 

CORÉE 
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Korea university à Séoul 

6. Pr. Sung Do  KIM :dodo <dodo@korea.ac.kr> 

 

ITALY 

University of Turin 

7. Dr. Massimo LEONE : Massimo Leone <massimo.leone@unito.it> 

 

SUISSE 

Medi@LAB/Genève  

8. Pr. Patrick-Yves BADILLO : pybadillo BADILLO <pybadillo@gmail.com> 

 

TUNISIE :  

TIM LR12ES06,  Medicine Monastir 

9. Pr. Mohamed Hedi BEDOUI : Med Hedi Bedoui 

<MedHedi.Bedoui@fmm.rnu.tn> 

 

USA 

University of Massachusetts 

10. Pr. Jean SERVAES : Jan Servaes <9cssc9@gmail.com> 

 University of Georgia, 

11. Pr. Janine E. ARONSON : Janine E Aronson jaronson@uga.edu 

University of Arizona 

12. Pr. Alain-Philippe DURAND : Alain-Philippe Durand 

<adurand@email.arizona.edu> 

 

VII. LIST OF INSTITUTIONAL TEAMS 

1. LTIM (Technology and Imaging Laboratory), Faculty of Medicine Monastir, 

Tunisia  

http://www.labtim.org/presentation.php  

Director: Prof. Mohamed Hedi BEDOUI Contact: medhedi.bedoui @ fmm.rnu.tn  

Research Laboratory LTIM-LR12ES06 "Technology and Imaging" is the result of the 

merging of two research units of the Faculty of Medicine of Monastir: TIM unit 

"Technology and Imaging" 99UR08 -27 and NVAP Unit "Neurophysiology of Vigilance, 
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Attention and Performance" 99UR08-23. 

Several researchers involved in COREMT network (COGNITIVE REMEDIATION-

HUMAN-TRACE)  

 

2. Medi@LAB, Genève University, Switzerland 

http://medialab-geneve.ch/ 

Director: Prof. Patrick-Yves BADILLO  

Contact: Prof. Patrick-Yves Badillo (Patrick.Badillo @ unige.ch)  

http://www.patrickbadillo.eu/  

Medi @ LAB / Geneva develops through a multidisciplinary team (sociology, 

communication, economics, management, etc.). research and expertise.  

The lab is working on the implementation of of Human-Trace projects. 

 

3. UQUAM,  Public relations and marketing communications, Québec University, 

Montréal, Canada 

Page web : http://www.crpcm.uqam.ca <http://www.crpcm.uqam.ca/ 

Contact : Benoit Cordelier cordelier.benoit@uqam.ca  

The lab is working on the implementation of Human-Trace projects. 

 

4. UMR CNRS 6266 IDEES (Identités et Différenciations de l’Environnement des 

Espaces et des Sociétés), Normandie university, France  

Directeur : Pr. Michel BUSSI Web Site: http://www.umr-idees.fr/ 

Web Site: http://www.cirtai.org/spip.php?rubrique353  

Contact : Pr. Béatrice Galinon-Mélénec (beatrice.galinon-melenec@univ-lehavre.fr) 

 The roots of Human-Trace-DC-CS-UNESCO are within the Human-trace team of UMR 

IDEES. 

 

5. UMR CNRS 5205 LIRIS, Team SILEX, Lyon University, France 

Web Site: http://liris.cnrs.fr 

Directors of SILEX Team: Dr. Amélie Cordier (amelie.cordier @ liris.cnrs.fr), Dr. Pierre-

Antoine CHAMPIN (antoine.champin @ liris.cnrs.fr)  

Contact Dr. CHAMPIN Pierre-Antoine (@ pierre-antoine.champin liris.cnrs.fr)  

This team carries the 2014 project TRACK.  
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6. UMR CNRS 5608 T.R.A.C.E.S. (Travaux et Recherches Archéologiques sur les 

Cultures, les Espaces et les Sociétés), Toulouse-Le Mirail University, France 

Page web : http://traces.univ-tlse2.fr/ 

Directeur de l'UMR : Pr. Pierre MORET Contact: moret@univ-tlse2.fr 

Skills: Traces left by Human Societies in the past 

 

7. EA 4177 CIMEOS, Bourgogne University, Team 3S (Sensoriel, Sensible, 

Symbolique), France 

Web Site: http://cimeos.u-bourgogne.fr/  Director team 3S  : Pr. Jean-Jacques BOUTAUD 

Contact : Jean-Jacques.Boutaud@u-bourgogne.fr  

This team has participated in the "Human-trace: anthropological perspectives (2010-2011). 

 

8. EA 3476 CREM (Centre de recherche sur les médiations), Lorraine University, 

France 

Site Web : http://www.univ-metz.fr/ufr/sha/crem/ Directeur : Pr. Jacques Walter WALTER 

(jacques.walter@univ-lorraine.fr) Contact : jacques.walter@univ-lorraine.fr  

Several members of the CREM attended the Scientific Council and the symposium "Traces, 

memory and communication" of Bucharest, 2011. 

 

9. EA 608 GRESEC Groupe de Recherche sur les Enjeux de la Communication, 

Grenoble 3, France 

Web site : http://gresec.u-grenoble3.fr/ 

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupe_de_recherche_sur_les_enjeux_de_lacommunication 

Director: Isabelle PAILLIART  

Contact : isabelle.pailliart@u-grenoble3.fr 

The GRESEC is a research laboratory in information science and communication. His 

research focuses on four main areas:  

The industrialization of culture, information and communication ;  

The transformation of the public space ; 

Social anchorage techniques in information-communication ;  

Knowledge, research information, interfaces and systems for automatic language 

processing. 

 

10. EA 3820 I3M, Nice Sophia Antipolis University and Toulon University, France 
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Site web : http:// i3m.univ-tln.fr/  Director : Prof. Paul RASSE (rasse@unice.fr)  

Contact Human-Trace: Dr. Linda Idjéraoui - Ravez (Linda.Idjeraoui-Ravez @ unice.fr) 

I3M co-organized the International Symposium "Traces, memory and communication", 

Bucharest, 2011 (Including the call for papers has-been Launched by the Human-track team 

of Le Havre).  

 

11. EA 1498 GRIPIC, Paris IV Sorbonne University, France 

Site Web : http://www.celsa.fr/recherche-gripic.php  

Directeur : Pr. Adeline WRONA 

Contact : Prof. Emmanuel Souchier (emmanuel.souchier@celsa.paris-sorbonne.fr)  

Several researchers GRIPIC participated in two volumes of the series The Human-trace 

published by CNRS Editions (2011, 2013) and several researchers GRIPIC part as 

individuals in the work of Human-Trace-DC. The integration of all of the laboratory is in 

progress. 

 

12. EA 4108 LITIS, Normandie University (Rouen, Le Havre), France 

Site Web ; http://www.litislab.eu/  

Director: Prof. Thierry Paquet  

Director LITIS-Le Havre: Prof. Damien OLIVIER  

Contact : Damien Olivier (damien.olivier@univ-lehavre.fr) 

Several researchers LITIS participated in two volumes of the series The Human-trace 

published by CNRS Editions (2011, 2013) and several researchers GRIPIC part as 

individuals in the work of Human-Trace-DC. The integration of all of the laboratory is in 

progress. 

 

13. EA  4426 MICA, Bordeaux 3 University, France 

Page web : http://mica.u-bordeaux3.fr/.Director: Prof. Valerie Carayol  

Projects awaiting finalization:  

ART AND EMOTIONAL TRACES (AREMT) project of Pr. Bernard LAFARGUE, 

Professeur d’esthétique et d’histoire de l’art, MICA, Bordeaux  and Cécile CROCE, 

assistant professor, HDR Bordeaux.  

Contact : "Bernard.lafargue" <bernard.lafargue9@gmail.com> 

TRACES AND NAMES IN MEMORIALS  (TRANIMEN) «Create a trace of "war dead" 

by increasing the visibility of their names In memorials », project of  Prof  Anne GESLIN, 
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sémiotic, MICA, Bordeaux and Prof. Marion COLAS-BLAISE, Language Science, 

University of Luxembourg. 

Contact : "Anne GESLIN <anne.geslin87@orange.fr> 

Several researchers MICA participated in two volumes of the series The Human-trace 

published by CNRS Editions (2011, 2013) and several researchers MICA part as 

individuals in the work of Human-Trace-DC.  

 

14. EA-4262 IRSIC  (Institut de Recherche en Sciences de l’Information et de 

Communication), Aix-Marseille Université, France. 

Web : http://www.irsic.fr/Presentation-de-l-IRSIC?lang=fr 

Director : Prof. Françoise Bernard. 

Since 2012, the research of IRSIC are structured around the following axes:  

Communication action and societal utility with two main application areas: environment 

and health ; media, new media and journalistic practices ; Communication, organization 

and innovation ; Digital economy, business intelligence and information monitoring. 

Projects awaiting finalization : « traces, cultures, technology, territories and mediterranean 

diversity ».  

 

15. EA 4701 Dysola (Social Dynamics and language)  

 Laboratory of Language Sciences, Sociology and Anthropology University of 

Rouen/Normandie université 

Director : Prof. Foued Laroussi. 

Web : http://www.univ-rouen.fr/version-francaise/membres-dysola-260340.kjsp 

Contact : foued.laroussi@univ-rouen.fr 

 

16. Groupe NU, Normandie Université (Caen, Rouen, Le Havre), France" 

Site Web : https://usages.greyc.fr/ https://usages.greyc.fr/node/13 Contact : Dr HDR 

Maryvonne HOLZEM (Maryvonne.holzem@univ-rouen.fr)  

Formed in recent years, this group has been initiated under the PUN (Pôle Universitaire 

Normand). Reference is made to work in the last activity reports GREYC, DLU team 

(former teams and Dodola Island).  

Several researchers NU participated in two volumes of the series The Human-trace 

published by CNRS Editions (2011, 2013) and several researchers  NU part as individuals 

in the work of Human-Trace-DC.  


